
Assembly instructions for XL Desk Top Stand
  Maximum TV fixing points up to 615mm X 600mm  -  Up to 135Kgs

Component checklist

TV mounting plate x1

Tilting TV  mounting arms x2

Upright trim pieces x2Glide feet x4TV mounting plate slider x2

600mm cuttable trim inserts x3

Welded base unit assembled with colour coded trims x1

900mm aluminium extrusion assembled with joining plate x2

Model No.
PMVDESKTOPXL

Factory No.
FAB5585DS
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X4

X4

X4

X2

TV Fixing Kit

N - M6 x 20mm

L - M8 x 6mm
M - M8 x 12.5mm

J - M6 x 6.5mm
K - M8 x 6.5mm

I - M8 washer

E - M6 x 30mm

H - M8 x 50mm
G - M8 x 30mm
F - M6 x 50mm

Assembly kit checklist

D - M6 x 16mm

A - M8 x 20mm

C - M8 nut

B - M8 washer
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X4

X6
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Trim inserts: You may find it easier to position the trim inserts in to the 1200mm uprights before fully assembling the trolley.
The trims can be inserted after assembly but installing them during assembly by sliding them down the dedicated grooves will reduce assembly time and allow 
forward planning of equipment cabling.
Installation of the trim inserts in to the 600mm uprights should be carried out at Step X of this instruction manual.
Note: The trim pieces can be cut with a safety knife to make small entry and exit points for cables.

 Read these instructions carefully before assembling your equipment.
 Check the equipment has been supplied with all parts and fixtures prior to assembly.
 Assemble in a suitable location.
 Two people will be required for assembly and three persons for the installation of the 

screen on to the equipment
 Do not attempt to alter or modify any part of the equipment or its attachments.
 Do not use if any parts are broken or appear to be damaged.
 Tighten all bolts and fixings securely with appropriately sized tools.
 Only use fixings provided with this equipment.
 Do not mount your TV close to sources or heat or moisture.
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Underside of base unit showing bolt positions.

Attach castors or feet to base unit.

1The base comes preassembled with bonded aesthetic trim pieces.
1. Carefully turn the base upside down
2. Insert glide feet in to each welded mounting plate.
Note: Wind each foot in by at least four full turns.

Position and fasten extrusions to base unit.

2All four extrusions are preassembled with black joining plates on one end, the extrusions are not handed but need to be assembled with the cable gully facing inwards.
1. Turn the base over so it is the correct way up. Do not stand on the base unit at any time.
2. Insert the closed end of the first 900mm extrusion into the base and use x3 ( A - M8 x 20mm ) fittings to fasten to the base unit Fig 2A / Fig 2B
3. Repeat this process with the second 900mm extrusion Fig 2A / Fig 2B



Insert mounting plate sliders into the stand uprights.
The sliders come with a soft pad on the back edge which help to hold the
slider in position within the slider gully.
The TV mounting plate sliders need to be inserted into the slider gully on
the front facing edge of each extrusion Fig 3A
1. Insert each TV mounting plate slider into the front facing slider gully
on each extrusion Fig 3B.
2. Position the sliders at an equal height, they should stay in position until
the TV plate is positioned over the threaded inserts.

3
Install TV mounting plate.
The TV mounting plate is made up of two pieces of welded sheet steel and as a
result is heavy, two persons should be used to lift, position and fasten it in to place.
1. Align and level the TV mounting plate sliders within the slider gully as
described in article 3.
2. Position the TV mounting plate over all x4 threaded inserts on the mounting
plate sliders Fig 4A.
3. Fasten the mounting plate into position using x4 washers ( B - M8 washer ).

and x4 nuts ( C - M8 nut ) Fig 4B
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Install tilting arms to the back of TV/screen.
The TV mounting arms are 624mm in height so will fit the back of 50" or larger screens in landscape or 55" or larger screens in portrait.
1. Prepare TV mounting arms by ensuring the retaining bolt is fastened in each arm, it is located on the outside of each mounting arm Fig 5A
2. Identify the X4 mounting holes on the back of your screen, they’re often centred and in a square or rectangular pattern. For Patterns over 600mm wide see notes below.
3. Identify which fixings match the thread pattern of your TV’s mounting points between fixings D, F, G & H - Fig 5B. Depending on the thread depth of your TV’s mounting
points you may need to use spacers J, K, L & M - Fig 5C either between the TV and bracket or underneath the bolt head to reduce the working length of the fixings.
4. Put the screen in a suitable position as per the manufactures user manual.
5. To mount the screen in landscape the mounting arms need to fixed to the TV vertically. To mount in portrait the mounting arms need to be fixed across the TV’s width.
6. Use fixings described above in step2 to secure mounting arms to screen, use appropriately sized
tools to correctly tighten all fixings.
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Hang TV and secure in position.
The TV and attached mounting arms will just hang on the trolley after being lifted into place but will also need a safety fixing installing to complete the installation.
1. Insure the TV mounting plate is tightened fully and secured at the desired height as per Article 4 on this instruction sheet.
2. Lock the rear castors of the trolley. An individual should also support the trolley from behind and provide guidance to those lifting the screen.
3. Two persons will be required to lift the TV to the correct height Fig 6A.
4. As the screen is lifted over the TV mounting plate a slight backwards angle should be applied so the hook feature of the of mounting arms can be hooked over the top
edge of the TV mounting plate Fig 6B.
5. Carefully lower the mounting arms over the mounting plate, once rested along the top edge the bottom of the mounting arms
should come to rest against the TV mounting plate, leaving the TV vertical and parallel to the uprights of the trolley Fig 6C.
6. Viewed from behind the screen you can identify and insert fixings N through the underside of the TV mounting plate
and into the TV mounting arms. This will secure the TV, TV mounting arms and TV mounting plate together preventing
accidental knocking off and easy removal of the screen. One fixing per arm Fig 6D.

Tilt adjustment of TV screen.
Two persons should be present to adjust the tilt angle of the screen on the trolley.
Do not apply any twisting forces to the screen, support the screen evenly across its width.

1. The screen should be supported in its upright
position by an additional person until adjustment
is complete and all fixings re-tightened.
2. Loosen the tilt adjustment allen bolts on both
mounting arms.
3. Remove retaining bolt from the outside of
each mounting arm.
4. Lower the tilt angle of the screen to desired
level and tighten one  adjustment allen bolt
followed by the other making sure the angle of
both mounting arms is the same.
5. Keep the retaining bolts in a safe place.

Note: When screens are extra large of the VESA
mounting pattern small is relative to the screen the
use of extra long tools will aid installation.

Install top trim pieces
Install any trim inserts into the uprights
before fitting the top trims.
Fit x2 trim pieces to top of uprights using
x6 D - M6x12mm  button head allen bolts
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Note: Additionally a padlock can be added to either or both TV mounting arms locking it to the TV mounting plate for added
security and theft deterrent. Each arm has two non-threaded holes specifically for attaching a padlock (not included).
Padlock locking tabs are located next to a the safety bolt fixing holes and need to be accessed from underneath the screen. ‘N’ M6x20mm

87
Tilt adjustment

allen bolt

Pozi drive
retaining screw


